Transaction Coordinator Service, Offer To
Close, Hires Industry Veteran

Los Angeles, CA Release: April 13, 2018
Today, Offer To Close, a transaction coordinator service based in Southern California, announced the
hiring of long-time industry expert David Rodriguez as its lead transaction coordinator.
“David is a great addition to our growing team. His experience as both a real estate agent and a
transaction coordinator gives him a unique perspective on how to best navigate the complexities of
just about any real estate transaction,” said OfferToClose.com Founder and CEO, James Green.
Prior to joining the TC team at Offer To Close, David has more than 13 years of experience in the real
estate industry working as a REALTOR® and a transaction coordinator with companies such as
Redfin, Berkshire Hathaway, and Park Regency.
“As an agent, I saw the value of working with an experienced transaction coordinator to ensure the
transaction runs smoothly and that we can address any issues before they become problems, so
agents can focus more of their time on generating new business,” explained David.
In a recent survey of home owners performed by Home By Home and Offer To Close, 281 home
owners were asked a series of questions to identify what the most valuable thing their real estate
agent helped them with during the transaction. Over 60% of respondents said that managing the
contracts, paperwork, and process was the most valuable contribution.
Offer to Close merges technology and talented transaction coordinators to help real estate agents get
an advantage over their competitors by helping with managing the contracts, paperwork, and process
so more clients can get from offer to close.
Whether you are a real estate agent looking for help getting your next transaction closed or are doing
a for sale by owner and don’t know how to manage all of the contracts, visit OfferToClose.com to get
started today.
ABOUT OFFER TO CLOSE
Based in Los Angeles, California, Offer To Close gives real estate agents an advantage by merging
technology and talented transaction coordinators to help real estate agents focus on doing what they
do best – helping home buyers and sellers – while getting more transactions from offer to close.
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